
Storytelling Class

Today’s class

• Review + Reading Strategies 
• Book reports + Reading discussion 
• Questions for storytelling 
• Think Aloud strategy 
• Homework



Key concepts 

Bottom up           vs.              Top down 
Themes 
Context 
Moral 
Background knowledge

Letters 
Words 
Numbers 
Nouns, Verbs…



Reading and Listening Processes

VIDEO

The coastguard misheard part of the word.
Is it bottom-up or top-down processing? 



How many circles can you see?
How many triangles?



Key concepts 

Bottom up vs. Top down 

What can we teach using “bottom up” and “top down” 
processing? 

Bottom up: letters, sounds, words, sentences, grammar 

Top down: Connections (text-to-self, text-to world, 
text-to-text, text-to-media)



How can we help beginning 
readers?









Text corpus 
p.43 

In linguistics, a corpus (plural corpora) or text corpus is a large 
and structured set of texts (nowadays usually electronically 
stored and processed). In corpus linguistics, they are used to do 
statistical analysis and hypothesis testing, checking occurrences 
or validating linguistic rules within a specific language territory.
(Wikipedia)

Using Google as a text corpus 

Search using “……” 

e.g. “take a break” vs. “have a break” 
“extensive listening” vs. “extensive reading”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corpus_linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_hypothesis_testing


Coursebook language vs. Real Life language 

EXAMPLES 

“gonna” 
“stroller” 
“sophomore” 
“cheers” (“tears”) 

Can you think of any examples of English expressions that 
you never learned in school textbooks?



In young readers, phonics and sight words are key 
components of reading development. 

As learners advance we can model reading strategies and 
support (scaffold) our students to develop these skills. 

Let’s look at some reading strategies…

“inferring”, p.45



Predict
adkjbaldkjvbsd alhjbdva;kjbv sdjhbvl skjd bvskl jdv sdvkjhsd 
lkjbsdvlkjbsdv lkjbsdvlksbd adkjbaldkjvbsd alhjbdva;kjbv sdjhbvl skjd 
bvskl jdv sdvkjhsd lkjbsdvlkjbsdv lkjbsdvlksbd adkjbaldkjvbsd 
alhjbdva;kjbv sdjhbvl skjd bvskl jdv sdvkjhsd lkjbsdvlkjbsdv 
lkjbsdvlksbd

Visualize
adkjbaldkjvbsd alhjbdva;kjbv sdjhbvl skjd bvskl jdv sdvkjhsd 
lkjbsdvlkjbsdv lkjbsdvlksbd adkjbaldkjvbsd alhjbdva;kjbv sdjhbvl skjd 
bvskl jdv sdvkjhsd lkjbsdvlkjbsdv lkjbsdvlksbd adkjbaldkjvbsd 
alhjbdva;kjbv sdjhbvl skjd bvskl jdv sdvkjhsd lkjbsdvlkjbsdv 
lkjbsdvlksbd

Matching Activity

Match the reading strategy with the description.

Now, ask others members in your group to close their eyes. 
Swop two descriptions and see if your classmates can guess.



Predict Visualize Question

Connect Identify Evaluate

Reading Strategies



Infer

Reading Strategies

John was running for the 
bus. Every morning was the 
same.

What can we guess about 
John?

Who are the two characters in this 
story?

As soon as the young princess saw 
her ball, she ran to pick it up; and 
she was so overjoyed to have it in 
her hand again, that she never 
thought of the frog, but ran home 
with it as fast as she could.
     The frog called after her, 'Stay, 
princess, and take me with you.’

Skimming

Scanning: 
On the next page, tell me how 
much a Burger Basket costs.





Let’s Discuss 
Book Reports 
Level 3

What is the focus of 
each book report?



Reading Strategies

Let’s look at some book 
reports. Which reading 
strategies do they focus 
on?

Predict

Visualize

Question

Connect

Identify

Evaluate

Infer
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Week 5 Reading Homework  

1. What was the most interesting part of the reading 
homework? Discuss with your partner 

For example: Questions to ask 
Questions types: 
- personalize 
- elicit language or information 
- FOWTAK 
- arouse curiosity and motivation 
- focus attention 
- predictions 
- check understanding 
- encourage thought and reaction 
- show interest  

2. Categorize your storybooks



Questions
Think of questions 
for each page. 
Work together with 
each book to think 
of 2-3 questions for 
each page. 

Questions types: 
- personalize 
- elicit language or information 
- FOWTAK 
- arouse curiosity and motivation 
- focus attention 
- predictions 
- check understanding 
- encourage thought and reaction 
- show interest 



Gradual Release of Responsibility (GRR) Framework



Gradual Release of Responsibility (GRR) Framework



‘Think aloud’ strategy for modeling predicting. 

From about 1:40 - 4:30 
https://youtu.be/5V1g1cp5PVk?t=1m42s 

How can we teach reading strategies? 
~ by modeling (demonstrating).  

‘Think aloud’ is a way to do this.

https://youtu.be/5V1g1cp5PVk?t=1m42s


Think aloud

Modeling reading strategies:

Predicting



Think aloud

Modeling reading strategies:

Text connections

Practice: Your turn!
Use the cover of your book 
to ask questions and get 
students’ interest.



Week 6 Homework 

1. Reading homework - take notes + underline  

2. Complete two book reports Level 4, with a new 
story book if possible. Bring next week.


